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We are proud to o�er a complete package for our clients from demolition to �t out. We understand that our 
projects are not just about �nishing the project but about creating value for our clients and allowing their ideas 

to come to life. Our overall goal is to create a lasting relationship with our clients.
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When you require demolition, strip out or 
deconstruction you can rely on JK 

Projects UK to provide expert advice and 
excellent quality service. 

From start to �nish, our project managers 
listen carefully to your design and 

construction needs to develop a deeper 
understanding of your vision. 

JK Projects UK provides professional and 
high-quality �t-outs and refurbishments 
for a wide range of sectors within the UK 

and Ireland. 

Founded in 2018, JK Projects UK is a principal contractor for 
the construction industry based in Newry, Northern Ireland 
operating throughout the UK and within Ireland. 

We specialise in the demolition, construction, and �t-out of 
buildings; o�ering a personalised service aiming to exceed our 
clients, sta� and consultant's expectations.

People are at the heart of JK Projects UK and we focus all our 
e�orts on delivering them the best end result. From the outset, we 
remove the hassle by making complex situations clear, allowing our 
clients to enjoy the construction and design process.  We may be 
new to the industry but our people are industry experts with the 
correct mindset and an attitude to build to impress.



We have experience in 
delivering demolition 

services throughout the UK 
and Ireland. 

UK and Ireland 
Based

We are fully insured to 
demolish, deconstruct 
or strip any building to 

your requirements. 

Fully 
Insured

We have experience in the controlled 
demolition, deconstruction and strip 

out of commercial and industrial 
structures

Controlled 
Demolitions 

No matter the size of the 
demolition we ensure that your 
site is cleared quickly and safely, 

ready for development. 

Clearing sites 
after demolition 

Why Choose Us?
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When you require demolition, strip out or deconstruction you can 
rely on JK Projects UK to provide expert advice and excellent quality 
service. We are able to handle any type of demolition project required 
by our clients and approach each project with precision and a 
detailed plan. 

As a specialist demolition contractor, we use a variety of machinery, 
tools, and methods that ensure our customers the most cost-e�ective 
results. Therefore, before every demolition is carried out your site will 
be visited by our experienced team who will design a tailored ground 
remediation solution to meet the needs of our customers, ensuring that 
every project will be carried out safely and in a controlled manner. 

To minimise our impact on the environment, we ensure that any contaminants 
or pollutants are removed from the site and are safely disposed of at a waste 
management site or at a specialist centre. The result is a prepared site ready for 
the next stage of development in their project, ensuring that the site and any 
neighbouring buildings or infrastructure can function safely. 

At JK Projects UK we also o�er a wide range of asbestos 
removal, encapsulation and decontamination services as part of 

our demolition services. Our asbestos management service 
covers every stage of the removal and disposal process, 

allowing all manner of asbestos removal and disposal to 
be carried out e�ciently and safely. We ensure that 

your asbestos removal is carried out by a team that is 
fully trained to UKATA Non-Licensed Asbestos 

Removal.
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Why Choose Us?

We have experience in 
delivering our construction 
services throughout the UK 

and Ireland. 

UK and Ireland Based
We are fully insured to 

construct any building, to 
your requirements. 

Fully Insured
Quali�ed workmen/

women, reliable service 
and competitive pricing.

Full Package
We provide detailed work 

programmes to our 
clients throughout the 

project. 

Detailed Plan

JK Projects UK is a UK and Ireland wide contractor 
specialising in bringing our clients vision to life. We aim to 
maximise the value for our clients in both the private and 

public sector, promoting a zero comprise on health and safety 
approach. From start to �nish, our project managers listen 

carefully to your design and construction needs to develop a 
deeper understanding of your vision. 

Our objective is to discover innovative and creative ways to deliver 
exceptional buildings while working with our clients to ensure that their 

project is completed on-time and within their budget. 

We o�er a new build capacity throughout all sectors, creating spaces to allow 
people and businesses to thrive. We also o�er restoration and renovation of 

properties to clients, turning old and tired buildings into inviting and energetic living 
and working spaces.

An individual project team will be allocated to each project to ensure that our clients have 
�xed contacts and that the team is dedicated to the project. We take full control of each 

construction project and assume all responsibility. We also will carry out regular construction site 
reports to keep our clients up-to-date with the progression of their project. 
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JK Projects UK provides professional and high-quality �t-outs 
and refurbishments for a wide range of sectors within the 
UK and Ireland. Our experienced team ensures that your 
project runs smoothly by being up-to-date with custom �t-out 
trends, employing experienced and trusted workmen and 
supervisors and ensuring materials are consolidated.  
 
By focusing on your needs we work with your design team and 
consultants to create a space that meets your business needs enabling us 
to deliver a high-quality and innovative project that adds value to your 
business. 

We realise that businesses that need change will require a specialist team that is 
equipped and experienced to take on the pressure. Our team will work on any 
schedule no matter how demanding and will ensure that the clients' experience 
throughout the project is positive and enjoyable as possible. 

Overall, at JK Projects UK our objective is to create vibrant, unique and pro�table spaces for 
our clients that support their business strategies. 

Why Choose Us?

We have experience in 
delivering our �t out services 

throughout the UK and 
Ireland. 

UK and Ireland Based
We are fully insured to 
�t out any building, to 

your requirements. 

Fully Insured
We are committed to 

building strong, deep and 
productive relationships 

with our customers. 

Always Care
We can design and install your �t 
our needs from intial brief or in 

line with drawings prepared by an 
architect 

Flexible �tting solutions



“It was our �rst project 
together so we've been 
trying to �gure out 
what everything is 
while on site and JK 
Projects UK have been 
great in helping us to 
do that by helping us 
step by step and also 
with any requirements 
we've made on site 
they've always been 
accommodating.” 
- Daniel Gillbanks 
   Co-Founder

PROJECTS
PINs Social Club



Contract Value -

Location - 

Contract Length -

£3.5million

Liverpool 

1 year

Project Scope:

Project Type - Demolition, Construction 
and Fit Out

The architect's intent was to break away from the idea 
of a traditional ten pin bowling alley by introducing 
the game as a fashionable evening activity for adults. 
The key was to turn it into an immersive, dynamic and 
fun-fuelled venue and having a 60s theme throughout. 

Beginning in November 2018 and �nishing at the end 
of January 2020, we refurbished the car park into a 
state of the art bowling alley. In doing so, we have 
provided a dynamic space for entertainment seekers in 
the city of Liverpool. 

Our works programme consisted of the demolition 
and decommissioning of the initial buidling, the 
construction work and a full Category A and Category 
B interior �t-out on Duke Street to transform it into a 
state of the art bowling alley.



Head O�ce

Unit 5, Carnbane Business Park
Newry,
County Down,
Northern Ireland 
BT35 6QH

(028) 3025 2142

info@johnkinggroup.co.uk

www.johnkinggroup.co.uk

Telephone:

Email:

Website: 

JK PROJECTS UK
SPECIALIST CONSTRUCTION 

SOLUTIONS
KJ

@JohnKingGroup
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